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1) The first sentence of Abstract “The urbanized region of Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei — often shortened to Jing–Jin–Ji and referred to as the 3JNS region in this paper — and its near surrounding region is becoming China’s most polluted area by haze, exceeding even the Yangtze and Pearl river deltas.” is unnecessary. Please shorten the abstract. Response: This is revised in the abstract.

2) In section 2. Model description; please add a brief description about PBL scheme used in the model, because the study presents the PBL modeling results and their analysis. Response: A brief description about PBL scheme was in section 4.2 in the manuscript. We explain this in section 2 and some content in section 4.2 is the revised manuscript.

3) Page 31684, line 15: Please change “A control (CTL) experiment” with “a simulation”, because there is only one simulation experiment in this paper. Response: This is revised in the manuscript.

4) In section 4.2 please replace “planetary boundary layer” with “PBL” as you defined in the abstract. For example. The new title of section 4.2 could be “4.2 Meteorological features of PBL in the haze episode” (Page 31688, line 20) Response: This is revised in the manuscript.

5) The quality of some figures is poor, the colors, number and words are hard to identify. Please improve all the figures. Response: All figures are redrawn.
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